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1. Introduction

During the last decade, refractory metals such as Mo, W, and Ta have been of great interest to electronic device developers. Because of their low resistivity and good thermal properties, these metals are the most likely substitutes for poly-Si for use as gate electrodes in field-effect transistors.\textsuperscript{1,2} In particular, Mo was found to combine easily with Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{3} which is one of the most promising gate dielectrics owing to its high dielectric constant of \(\sim 8\) (compared with \(\sim 3.9\) for SiO\textsubscript{2}).\textsuperscript{3} Low-kappa materials, high breakdown strength, and good thermodynamic stability in contact with Si.\textsuperscript{4,5} Moreover, Mo is a promising material for bulk microelectromechanical systems applications owing to its high melting point, radiation resistance, high strength, and conductivity.\textsuperscript{5} Therefore, the development and optimization of the dry etching process for both Mo thin films and bulk material is important for modern plasma etching technology. This task cannot be completed without knowledge of the Mo etching mechanism and an understanding of the relationships between the input process parameters and output characteristics.

Several studies have investigated the Mo etching process with both chlorine-\textsuperscript{6,7} and fluorine-based\textsuperscript{2,8} plasma chemistries. One of the most important conclusions reported in these works is that, in both gas systems, the “dry” etching of Mo is driven by the chemical etching pathway. This conclusion is supported by the strong dependence of the Mo etching rate on the surface temperature\textsuperscript{9} and its proportionality with the Cl atom density.\textsuperscript{7} It has also been reported that the Mo etching process in CF\textsubscript{4} and SF\textsubscript{6}-based plasmas can be noticeably accelerated by the addition of O\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{9} A similar phenomenon has been repeatedly reported for both poly- and mono-Si and is connected with an increase in the formation rate and volume density of F atoms.\textsuperscript{6,9} However, the following points must be considered when analyzing existing works: 1) because most of these papers were published in the 1990s and 1990s, several of these results were obtained for plate-parallel reactive-ion etching (RIE) reactors; 2) the conclusions regarding the Mo etching mechanism were based on the dependence of the etching rates on the main operating parameters, although the relationships between the etching rates, plasma parameters, and composition were not explored; and 3) among the investigated effects of the input process parameters on the Mo etching rate, the gas mixing ratio received the least attention. Moreover, if a mixture of a chemically active gas and a noble gas is used for etching, the gas mixing ratio provides more information on the etching mechanism because it directly reflects the transition between the chemical and physical etching pathways.

In this work, we conducted a model-based comparative study of the Mo etching characteristics and mechanisms in Cl\textsubscript{2}/Ar and CF\textsubscript{4}/Ar plasmas by considering the changes in the plasma parameters and densities of the plasma active species under the same operating conditions. We would like to emphasize that although several works have been published on both the diagnostics and modeling of Cl\textsubscript{2}/Ar and CF\textsubscript{4}/Ar plasmas, it is not possible to directly compare these systems to analyze the etching mechanism. This is because of the different experimental conditions, modeling approaches, reactor types, and geometries used by various authors.

2. Experimental and modeling details

2.1 Film preparation

The Mo thin film was deposited on a Si(111) substrate. The films were produced by radio frequency magnetron sputtering using a Mo target. The sputtering process was conducted in Ar with a gas pressure of 2.25 mTorr and input power of 300 W. The substrate was maintained at room temperature. A deposition time of 15 min yielded a 150-nm-thick Mo film.

2.2 Plasma etching and diagnostics techniques

Both etching and plasma diagnostics experiments were performed in the planar inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reactor used in our previous works.\textsuperscript{10,11} The reactor consisted of a cylindrical \((r = 16 \text{ cm})\) chamber made from anodized aluminum and a 5-turn copper coil located above a 10-mm-thick horizontal quartz window. The coil was connected to a 13.56 MHz power supply. The distance \(l\) between the window and the bottom electrode, which was used as a substrate holder, was 12.8 cm. The bottom electrode was connected to
a 12.56 MHz power supply to maintain a negative dc bias voltage $U_{dc}$. The temperature of the bottom electrode was stabilized at 17°C using a water-flow cooling system. The experiments were performed at a fixed input power ($W_{inp} = 700$ W) and bias power ($W_{dc} = 200$ W). The effect of the gas mixing ratio was investigated at a pressure of 6 mTorr. The initial compositions of the Cl$_2$/Ar and CF$_4$/Ar gas mixtures were set within the range of 0–100% Ar by adjusting the partial flow rates of the corresponding pure gases within a constant total flow rate of $q = 50$ sccm. The effect of the gas pressure $p$ in the range of 4–10 mTorr was investigated for two basic gas mixtures, halogen-rich plasmas (80% Cl$_2$ or CF$_4$ + 20% Ar) and Ar-rich plasmas (20% Cl$_2$ or CF$_4$ + 80% Ar).

The etched samples were approximately $2 \times 2$ cm$^2$ in size and were placed at the center of the bottom electrode. The Mo etched depths were measured using a surface profilometer (Tencor Alpha-step 500). For this purpose, we developed line striping using photoresist (PR; AZ1512, positive) with a line width/spacing ratio of 2 µm/2 µm. The initial thickness of the PR layer was about 1.5 µm. The compositional changes were observed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; ESCALAB 220-IXL) with an Al K$_\alpha$ source (1486.6 eV).

Plasma diagnostics was performed with a double Langmuir probe (LP; Plasmart DLP2000). The probes were installed through the viewport on the sidewall of the reactor chamber 5.7 cm above the bottom electrode and centered in the radial direction. The current–voltage ($I-V$) curves were analyzed to obtain the electron temperature $T_e$, ion current density $J_+$, floating potential $U_f$, and total positive ion density $n_i$ using the software supplied by the equipment manufacturer. The calculations were based on the Johnson–Malter double probe theory$^{[12]}$ with the Allen–Boyd–Reynolds approximation, $J_+ \approx 0.61en_i \nu$, for the ion saturation current density.$^{[9]}$

### 2.3 Plasma model

To obtain additional data on the plasma parameters, densities, and fluxes of active species, we applied a simplified global (zero-dimensional) model. The model was applied with volume-averaged plasma parameters and used a Maxwellian approximation for the electron energy distribution function (EEDF).$^{[13,14]}$ The applicability of the Maxwellian EEDFs to Ar, Cl$_2$, and CF$_4$ ICPs at low pressures has been demonstrated.$^{[13,15,16]}$ The experimental data on $T_e$ and $n_i$ were used as the input model parameters. The calculations were based on the simultaneous solution of:

1) The steady-state ($dn/dt = 0$) equations of the chemical kinetics for neutral and charged species. These equations were written in a general form, $R_F - R_V = (k_0 + 1/f_0)n$, where $R_F$ and $R_V$ are the volume-averaged formation and decay rates, respectively, in bulk plasma for a given type of species; $n$ is the density; $k_0$ is the first-order heterogeneous decay rate coefficient; and $f_0 = \pi r^2 p/q$ is the residence time. For neutral atomic species and radicals, we assumed $k_0 \approx 2/\gamma vw$, where $\gamma$ is the recombination probability, and $w = (8k_BT/rm)^{1/2}$. For simplicity, we used a constant temperature for the neutral particles, $T = 700$ K.$^{[11,16]}$ For positive ions, we used $k_0 \approx \nu/d_c$, where $d_c = 0.5r_l/(rh_l + lh_i)$. The ion Bohm velocities $\nu$ as well as the parameters $h_l$ and $h_i$ determined by the ion mean free path $\lambda_i$ are given by the low-pressure [$\lambda_i \leq (T_e/T_2)(r_i)$] diffusion theory.$^{[17]}$ For negative ions, we applied $k_0 = 0.$

2) The quasi-neutrality conditions for both the volume densities ($n_e + n_i = n_0$) and fluxes ($J_{e} = J_{i}$) of the charged species.

The output model parameters were the rate coefficients for electron-impact processes, the densities of the rest charged species (electrons, negative ions), the densities of neutral ground-state species (Cl$_2$, Cl, CF$_4$, F), and their fluxes on the etched surface. For more details on the modeling algorithm, the list of processes considered in the models, and the remaining input data set, see our earlier works.$^{[11,16]}$

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1 Etching rate and surface conditions

Figure 1(a) shows that an increase in the Ar mixing ratio causes the Mo etching rate in both gas mixtures to vary non-monotonically. In the Cl$_2$/Ar gas mixture, the maximum Mo etching rate of 165 nm/min corresponds to 60% Ar. This value is about twice that for a pure Cl$_2$ plasma (84 nm/min) and nearly 5 times higher than the sputtering rate in pure Ar plasma (32 nm/min). In the CF$_4$/Ar gas mixture, the maximum etching rate (305 nm/min) is achieved for 20% Ar. We obtained a weaker increase in the etching rate compared with that of pure CF$_4$ gas (by 1.4 times only), whereas the gap between the maximum etching rate and the sputtering rate in pure Ar plasma is much higher. Varying the gas pressure also causes the Mo etching rates to change non-monotonically [Fig. 1(b)]. In halogen-rich (20% Ar) plasmas, the dependences for Cl$_2$- and CF$_4$-based gas mixtures are quite similar. They are characterized by weak maxima at $p = 8$ mTorr and a general increase in the etching rate toward higher pressures. The same occurs for a Cl$_2$-based gas chemistry in Ar-rich (80% Ar) plasma. At the same time, the CF$_4$-based gas chemistry with 80% Ar exhibits a maximum etching rate of about 5–6 mTorr and shows a general decrease in etching rate toward higher pressures.

On the basis of the above data, some preliminary conclusions about the Mo etching mechanism can be drawn. First, the similar non-monotonic behavior of the Mo etching rates in Cl$_2$/Ar and CF$_4$/Ar plasmas probably indicates a similar limiting stage of the etching process and type of active species responsible for the volatilization of the surface atoms in both cases. Second, because the etching rate in both Cl$_2$ and CF$_4$ gases is significantly higher than that in Ar plasma, the chemistry involved in the etching pathway seems to be more effective than physical sputtering. The dominant etching pathway (and hence, the behavior of the etching rate versus the main operating parameters) in chemically active plasmas is known to depend strongly on the volatility of the reaction products.$^{[17-19]}$ To compare the volatilities of different solid compounds, it is sufficient to compare their melting points $T_{mp}$ or, even better, their boiling points $T_{bp}$. The $T_{bp}$ values for MoCl$_3$ and MoF$_3$ are 268 and 216°C, respectively. Thus, both Mo chlorides and Mo fluorides are moderate- or low-volatility compounds. The XPS data in Fig. 2 show that for both the investigated gas chemistries, the given process conditions do not result in an etched surface completely free of reaction products. This implies that the Mo etching process in Cl$_2$/Ar or CF$_4$/Ar plasmas is an ion-assisted chemical
reaction that can occur in both reaction-rate-limited and ion-flux-limited etching regimes, depending on the balance between the formation and desorption rates for the reaction products.

Although all these suggestions look quite reasonable, at least two principal questions need to be answered for a complete understanding of the Mo etching mechanisms. The first is why the Mo etching rates change non-monotonically with respect to changes in the Ar mixing ratio and gas pressure. The second is why the etching rates at low Ar mixing ratios in the CF4-based plasma are significantly higher. To address these questions, it is necessary to compare Cl2/Ar or CF4/Ar plasmas as the sources of active species and to analyze the correlations between the Mo etching rates, plasma parameters, and fluxes of plasma active species.

3.2 Comparative characterization of Cl2/Ar and CF4/Ar plasmas

Our earlier works presented detailed studies of the plasma chemistries in Cl2/Ar and CF4/Ar plasmas under a narrow range of experimental conditions and for ICP reactors of similar geometries.11,16) Below, we will briefly summarize the most important issues in a comparative scale for a single set of process conditions.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of plasma diagnostics by LPs. The increase in $T_e$ with increasing Ar fraction [2.7–3.6 eV for Cl2/Ar and 3.3–3.6 eV for CF4/Ar at 0–100% Ar, Fig. 3(a)] results from the decreasing electron energy loss for electronic excitation and ionization.15) This is because the corresponding processes for Ar atoms are characterized by higher energy thresholds and lower cross sections compared with those for Cl2 and CF4.11,16) Therefore, because in the last case the gap between the threshold energies is lower, the change in $T_e$ is smaller. A decrease in $T_e$ with increasing gas pressure for both halogen- and Ar-rich plasmas [Fig. 3(b)] is associated with increasing electron energy loss due to an increase in the electron-neutral collision frequency.

Figure 4(a) shows that an increase in the Ar fraction in both Cl2/Ar and CF4/Ar plasmas results in quite similar changes in total positive ion density. Here, an increase in $n_+$ is associated with an increase in the total ionization frequency ($v_{iz} \approx k_1 n_{Cl_2} + k_2 n_{Ar}$ for Cl2/Ar plasma and $v_{iz} \approx k_2 n_{CF_4} + k_3 n_{Ar}$ for CF4/Ar plasma, where R1: Cl2 $+$ e $\rightarrow$ Cl2$^+$ $+$ 2e, R2: CF4 $+$ e $\rightarrow$ CF4$^+$ $+$ F $+$ 2e, and R3: Ar $+$ e $\rightarrow$ Ar$^+$ $+$ 2e) and with the change in the total balance of charged particles, which determines the plasma quasi-neutrality. The first effect occurs because the ionization rate coefficients $k_1$–$k_3$ follow the behavior of $T_e$, and the second is caused by the decreasing plasma electronegativity. In reality, in both gas systems the density of negative ions follows the decreasing dissociative attachment rate for Cl2 or CF4 molecules ($\alpha_{CT} = 4.7 \times 10^{10}$–$6.7 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) in Cl2/Ar plasma and
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Fig. 1. Measured Mo etching rate as a function of (a) Ar fraction ($p = 6$ mTorr) and (b) gas pressure. In (b) solid lines correspond to halogen-rich plasmas (80% Cl2 or 20% Ar), and dashed lines represent Ar-rich plasmas (20% Cl2 or CF4 + 80% Ar). The other process conditions are: $W = 700$ W and $W_{dc} = 200$ W. The lines are to guide the eye only.

Fig. 2. (a) F 1s and (b) Cl 2p XPS narrow-scan spectra for samples etched using various gas mixing ratios for (1) as-deposited Mo film; (2) film etched in halogen-rich plasmas (20% Ar) at $p = 6$ mTorr, $W = 700$ W, and $W_{dc} = 200$ W; (3) film etched in Ar-rich plasmas (80% Ar) at $p = 6$ mTorr, $W = 700$ W, and $W_{dc} = 200$ W.
An increase in the gas pressure results in increasing negative plasmas, including Cl$_2$/Ar and CF$_4$/Ar ICPs (Fig. 3). An increase in the Ar fraction in Cl$_2$/Ar or CF$_4$/Ar plasma, the effective dissociation rate coefficient $k_{\text{dis}} = k_5 + k_6 = 6.6 \times 10^{2} - 7.8 \times 10^{3} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$ for 0–100% Ar, and dissociation degree ($n_{\text{Cl}}/n_{\text{Cl}_2} = 3.2–14.7$ for 0–80% Ar), as well as a slower than linear decrease in $n_{\text{F}}$ (Fig. 6(a)). An increase in the gas pressure results in an approximately constant $v_{\text{dis}} (1.1 \times 10^{2} - 9.8 \times 10^{3} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$ for an 80% Ar gas mixture at $p = 4–10 \text{ mTorr}$) because of the opposite changes in $T_e$ and $n_{\text{e}}$. As a result, in both Cl$_2$- and Ar-rich Cl$_2$/Ar plasmas, the total dissociation rate and Cl atom density follow the linearly increasing density of Cl$_2$ molecules in the feed gas.

In the CF$_4$/Ar plasma, the main source of F atoms is CF$_4$ molecules. In this system, $k_{\text{dis}} = k_5 + k_7 = 2.1 \times 10^{10} - 3.3 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$ for 0–100% Ar (where R7: CF$_4$ + e $\rightarrow$ CF$_3$ + F + e), $v_{\text{dis}} = 11.9–98.7 \text{ s}^{-1}$ for 0–100% Ar, and $n_{\text{F}}/n_{\text{Cl}_2} = 0.5–0.8$ for 0–80% Ar. The smaller effect of the Ar fraction on the CF$_4$ dissociation kinetics compared with that in the Cl$_2$/Ar gas mixture is due to the smaller change in $n_{\text{e}}$. Here, the decreasing density of CF$_4$ molecules in the feed gas compensates for the weaker growth of $v_{\text{dis}}$, and the density of F atoms falls linearly with increasing Ar mixing ratio (Fig. 6(b)). An increase in the gas pressure results in both Cl$_2$ and CF$_4$ was found to influence their dissociation kinetics though similar changes in $T_e$ and $n_{\text{e}}$. In particular, in the Cl$_2$/Ar plasma, the effective dissociation rate coefficient $k_{\text{dis}} = 2.5 + 6.8 = 1.8 \times 10^{2} - 2.7 \times 10^{3} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$ for 0–100% Ar, and R5: Cl$_2$ + e $\rightarrow$ Cl + Cl + e and R6: Cl$_2$ + e $\rightarrow$ Cl + Cl$^-$.

The neutral species of primary interest are Cl and F atoms. References 7 and 8 indicate that these species provide the chemical etching pathway for Mo in chlorine- and fluorine-based plasma chemistries, respectively. The addition of Ar to both Cl$_2$ and CF$_4$ was found to influence their dissociation kinetics though similar changes in $T_e$ and $n_{\text{e}}$. In particular, in the Cl$_2$/Ar plasma, the effective dissociation rate coefficient $k_{\text{dis}} = 2.5 + 6.8 = 1.8 \times 10^{2} - 2.7 \times 10^{3} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$ for 0–100% Ar, and R5: Cl$_2$ + e $\rightarrow$ Cl + Cl + e and R6: Cl$_2$ + e $\rightarrow$ Cl + Cl$^-$.

The neutral species of primary interest are Cl and F atoms.
a noticeable decrease in \( \nu_{\text{div}} \), especially for the CF\(_4\)-rich plasmas, because of the deeper drop in \( n_e \) (16.3–5.8 s\(^{-1}\) for the 20\% Ar gas mixture and 49.2–31.9 s\(^{-1}\) for the 80\% Ar gas mixture at \( p = 4–10 \text{ mTorr} \)). Therefore, the F atom density growth is weaker than the \( n_{\text{Cl}} \) growth and even shows a tendency to saturation in CF\(_4\)-rich plasmas. Under the same operating conditions, the Cl atom density in the Cl\(_2\)/Ar plasma \( (n_{\text{Cl}} = 1.0 \times 10^{14} \text{ to } 2.9 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ for } 0–90\% \text{ Ar}) \) was found to be much higher than the F atom density in CF\(_4\)/Ar plasma \( (n_F = 2.8 \times 10^{13} \text{ to } 7.5 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ for } 0–90\% \text{ Ar}) \). As mentioned above, this is because of the differences in \( \kappa_e \) and \( \nu_{\text{div}} \), resulting from the higher threshold energies and lower cross sections of R2 and R7 compared with those of R5 and R6.

Thus, the above data show that there are no non-monotonic changes in the kinetics and densities of charged and neutral species in Cl\(_2\)/Ar and CF\(_4\)/Ar plasmas within the range of experimental conditions investigated.

### 3.3 Etching mechanism approaches

To associate the plasma diagnostics data and modeling with the changes in the etching rate, one can use the simple relationships between these parameters given in the literature\(^{18,20,21}\). For our case, the basic principles can be formulated as follows:

1) The efficiency of the chemical etching pathways in Cl\(_2\)/Ar and CF\(_4\)/Ar plasmas can be characterized by the parameter \( \gamma_{\text{R,Cl}} \Gamma_{\text{Cl}} \) or \( \gamma_{\text{R,F}} \Gamma_{\text{F}} \), respectively. Here, \( \Gamma \) is the flux of atomic species, and \( \gamma_{\text{R}} \) is the reaction probability. For a given type of reaction product, constant surface temperature, and constant fraction of free surface, \( \gamma_{\text{R}} \) is constant. In this case, the rate of the chemical reaction is determined only by the change in \( \Gamma_{\text{Cl}} \) or \( \Gamma_{\text{F}} \). If the etching rate follows \( \Gamma_{\text{Cl}} \) or \( \Gamma_{\text{F}} \), the neutral-flux-limited etching regime of the chemical reaction appears. This situation is typical of an etching process where the external factors (surface temperature and ion bombardment) provide effective cleaning of reaction products from the surface\(^{18,19}\).

2) The efficiency of the physical etching pathway is controlled by \( Y_s \Gamma_{\text{e}} \beta \), where \( Y_s \) is the average sputtering yield,
and $\Gamma_+^n$ is the total flux of positive ions on the etched surface. For an ion bombardment energy $\varepsilon_\text{i} < 500$ eV, one can assume $Y_\text{i}$ to be proportional to the momentum transferred by an incident ion to a surface atom.\cite{26,21} Therefore, the relative behavior of the physical etching pathway can be characterized by the parameter $m_i\sqrt{\varepsilon_i} \Gamma_+^n$ (namely, the ion energy flux), where $\varepsilon_\text{i} \approx e|U_\text{dc} - U_\text{icl}|$ is contributed by the applied dc bias $-U_\text{dc}$ and floating potential $-U_\text{icl}$. The ion flux $\Gamma_+^n$ can be expressed in terms of the measured $n_+^i$ as $\Gamma_+^n \approx h_i n_+^i v$, where $v$ is the ion Bohm velocity,\cite{13,17} and $h_i$ is the dimensionless correction factor for the ion density at the plasma sheath edge.\cite{13,17} The chemical reaction is said to be in the ion-flux-limited regime when the etching rate follows $m_i\sqrt{\varepsilon_i} \Gamma_+^n$. This situation is frequently realized for an etching process that forms low-volatility reaction products.

The modeling results show that the behavior of $\Gamma_{\text{Cl}}$ or $\Gamma_{\text{F}}$ versus both the Ar fraction and the gas pressure generally correspond to the changes in $n_{\text{Cl}}$ or $n_{\text{F}}$ shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the dilution of Cl$_2$ or CF$_4$ by Ar results in a monotonic decrease in the efficiency of the chemical etching pathway, whereas an increase in the gas pressure causes the opposite effect. The smaller gap between the fluxes compared with the volume densities of the corresponding species ($\Gamma_{\text{Cl}}/\Gamma_{\text{F}} = 2.6$ vs $n_{\text{Cl}}/n_{\text{F}} = 3.6$ for pure gases at $p = 6$ mTorr) is associated with lower thermal velocities for F atoms because of their lower mass.

It was also found that though the Cl$_2$-rich plasmas provide higher $n_+^i$ than the CF$_4$-rich plasmas, the ion fluxes in these systems have an opposite ratio. This is because of the higher ion Bohm velocities (due to higher $T_\text{e}$) and $h_i$ (due to lower plasma electronegativity) in the CF$_4$-rich plasmas. An increase in the Ar fraction results in a monotonic increase in $\Gamma_+^n$ ($1.7 \times 10^{15}$–$2.3 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for Cl$_2$/Ar and $3.0 \times 10^{15}$–$2.3 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for CF$_4$/Ar at $0$–$100\%$ Ar and $p = 6$ mTorr), and an increase in the gas pressure is accompanied by a monotonically decreasing ion flux. In the last case, an increasing or constant $n_+^i$, plotted in Fig. 5, is overcompensated for by the decrease in both the ion Bohm velocity (due to the reduced $T_\text{e}$) and $h_i$ (due to the decreasing ion mean free path). As can be seen from Fig. 7, the values of $|U_\text{dc}|$ for CF$_4$-based plasmas are higher than those for Cl$_2$-based plasmas (for example, $302$–$148$ V for $0$–$100\%$ Ar in Cl$_2$/Ar plasma and $360$–$148$ V for $0$–$100\%$ Ar in CF$_4$/Ar plasma). Therefore, the CF$_4$-Ar plasma provides significantly higher values of $m_i\sqrt{\varepsilon_i} \Gamma_+^n$, and hence higher efficiencies of the physical etching pathway, including the ion-stimulated desorption of reaction products. Note that the changes in the ion energy flux with changes in the Ar fraction and gas pressure are monotonic and similar in both gas systems.

A comparison of Figs. 1, 6, and 7 shows that the nonmonotonic Mo etching rates are not directly correlated with either $m_i\sqrt{\varepsilon_i} \Gamma_+^n$ or the fluxes of atomic species. In our opinion, this indicates the transitional regime of the ion-assisted chemical reaction, where the etching rate is controlled by the neutral and ion fluxes together. In this regime, as reported previously,\cite{18,22} the monotonic but opposite changes in $m_i\sqrt{\varepsilon_i} \Gamma_+^n$ and $\Gamma_{\text{Cl}}$ or $\Gamma_{\text{F}}$ can easily lead to nonmonotonic etching rates with maxima at various positions on the X axis. The following mechanism of this phenomenon, for example, for the effect of the gas mixing ratio, may be proposed. In Cl$_2$- or CF$_4$-rich plasmas, an increase in $m_i\sqrt{\varepsilon_i} \Gamma_+^n$ increases the ion-stimulated desorption rate for reaction products and thus increases the fraction of the surface acceptable for chemical reaction with Cl or F atoms. Further, this increases the reaction probability and accelerates the etching despite the decreases in $\Gamma_{\text{Cl}}$ and $\Gamma_{\text{F}}$. Because ion-stimulated desorption is the limiting stage of the entire etching process, the CF$_4$-containing plasma provides a higher etching rate, which follows from the comparison of the $m_i\sqrt{\varepsilon_i} \Gamma_+^n$ values for our gas systems. With further addition of Ar, the reaction probability reaches saturation at the clear surface, and the Mo etching rate falls because of the lack of Cl or F atoms. In this regime, the Mo etching rate in CF$_4$/Ar plasma appears to be lower than that for Cl$_2$/Ar, as predetermined by the difference in the $\Gamma_{\text{Cl}}$ and $\Gamma_{\text{F}}$ values. Moreover, because the Cl$_2$/Ar plasma has a higher formation rate for the reaction products (because of the higher $\Gamma_{\text{Cl}}$) and a lower ion-stimulated desorption rate (because of the
lower $m_i\sqrt{e_i}G_{i+}$, a more Ar-diluted mixture is needed to obtain a clean surface. Thus, for the Cl$_2$/Ar plasma, the etching rate maximum is shifted toward higher Ar mixing ratios.

Finally, we emphasize that the analysis above does not provide an exact solution for understanding the Mo etching mechanism because it is based on qualitative correlations. To obtain a quantitative comparison of the etching kinetics in the investigated gas systems, a more comprehensive model of the surface processes (for example, that provided in our previous work$^{22,23}$) should be applied. However, such a model requires data on the sticking coefficients of Cl and F atoms on the Mo surface, which are not accessible yet. Thus, the practical value of this study is that we have estimated the transitional regime of the ion-assisted chemical reaction for both gas chemistries and provided evidence that the non-monotonic etching rates are not associated with the corresponding behavior of the fluxes of plasma active species.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the etching characteristics and mechanism for Mo thin films in Cl$_2$/Ar and CF$_4$/Ar ICPs at $p = 6$ mTorr, $W = 700$ W, and $W_{dc} = 200$ W. The gas mixing ratio was used as the main variable parameter. For both gas mixtures, an increase in the Ar mixing ratio was found to result in a non-monotonic change in the Mo etching rate, with maximum values of 165 nm/min at 60% Ar in Cl$_2$/Ar and 305 nm/min at 20% Ar in CF$_4$/Ar. The parameters and compositions of both Cl$_2$/Ar and CF$_4$/Ar plasmas were investigated using a combination of plasma diagnostics by LPs and zero-dimensional plasma modeling. Changing the Ar mixing ratio in both Cl$_2$/Ar and CF$_4$/Ar plasmas was found to result in qualitatively similar monotonic changes in the efficiencies of both the chemical and physical etching pathways. An analysis of the correlations between the Mo etching rate and the model-predicted fluxes of plasma active species indicates the transitional regime of the ion-assisted chemical reaction, and the non-monotonic changes in the etching rates are probably due to the opposing changes in the reactive neutral flux and ion energy flux.
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